Instructions

Thank you for bringing this exhibit to your community! Here are a few notes to help you present the exhibition properly.

1) Preparation
First, please print the exhibit as it is. The photos are intended to be presented in the order they are numbered. The text introductory should be displayed alongside the photos and should not be altered in any way, nor the captions removed from the photos.

Both the introductory text and images should be printed on A3 paper. Prints can be made on normal colour paper by any normal printing or copy shop. Photo paper is not required and thus printing the exhibit should not be very expensive.

The images can be hung as best suits your location, but here are some suggestions:

- Poster style: Using tape or sticky-tack or whatever product works well, mount directly on the wall.

- Clothesline style: Use a string or wire and hang the photos using small loops of clear tape like a clothes line. This works well inside when the photos cannot be mounted directly on the wall. It can also be used outside for a street exhibit type presentation.

- Wallpaper style: Paste your images on an exterior wall (where it is OK to do so) as another way to present the photos as a street exhibition. Prepare glue (the type used for posters), and have brushes ready. You can make your own “wheatpaste” using a recipe made with flour. You can find the instructions online, for example: [http://destructables.org/destructable/wheatpaste-recipe-putting-postersbillboard-alterations](http://destructables.org/destructable/wheatpaste-recipe-putting-postersbillboard-alterations)

2) During and after the exhibit
Please send us photos of your exhibit that include its location and surrounding environment.

3) Photo copyrights
The copyrights of the photos remain the property of the photographer. Under no circumstances are the photos to be republished or used in any form, other than your local exhibit, without the expressed consent of the photographer. Direct any inquiries to: photos@ryanrodrickbeiler.com

4) Sharing on social media
We do, however, ask you to take and share your own general photos showing the exhibit in the location it is displayed to be circulated on social media. Please use the tag: #DismantlingBarriers